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New version of NEVARIS Build presented

Bremen, October 20, 2022 - Construction software manufacturer NEVARIS
presents NEVARIS Build 2023, the new version of its construction software.
An important extension is NEVARIS Regie as an independent application area
in the program: It enables fast and uncomplicated invoicing without project
reference - i.e. even if the project was not previously created in NEVARIS
Build.

NEVARIS Build 2023 with the new application area NEVARIS Regie facilitates
the processing and, above all, the invoicing of construction tasks for which no
project or order with stored specifications exists in NEVARIS Build. This
should enable all users to create invoices as simply, quickly and



uncomplicatedly as possible.

In addition, with a complete overview of all control room processes, users can
track and view all processes for a control room invoice at any time. The
invoice dialog in NEVARIS Regie is based on the layout of the invoice, so that
the creation of a new control room invoice is largely intuitive and takes place
in the familiar view.

Application examples for NEVARIS Regie

NEVARIS Regie gives users of the powerful construction software the
possibility to invoice deliveries and services that do not have to be directly
related to NEVARIS Build. In addition, small construction orders can now be
invoiced very easily and efficiently, for example on the basis of itemized bills
from private clients. NEVARIS Regie also allows invoicing for resales - from
the company's inventory (used car sales, machine sales) or from its own
warehouse (material sales from the company's own inventory).

NEVARIS Build 2023 has been available since October 12, 2022. For further
information on the NEVARIS product portfolio, please visit the NEVARIS
website: www.nevaris.com.

About NEVARIS

The company develops and distributes holistic software for the areas of
Finance (construction commercial area), Build (technical construction
operation) as well as mobile construction site management with time
recording and project documentation via app and defect and fleet
management with 123fasst. NEVARIS covers the complete needs of a
powerful software for the main and secondary construction trade.

In the DACH region, the company employs over 230 people. The German
company headquarters is in Bremen. Further branches are located in Berlin,
Karlsruhe, Stuttgart, Lohne and Munich. In Austria, NEVARIS Bausoftware
GmbH is located in

Elixhausen near Salzburg, in Switzerland in Steffisburg. Strong brands such as
Microsoft or DocuWare are long-term partners of NEVARIS. Since the 1990s,

http://www.nevaris.com


the software company has been part of the globally active Nemetschek
Group.

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the AEC/O
and the media & entertainment industries. With its intelligent software
solutions, it covers the entire lifecycle of building and infrastructure projects,
guides its customers into the future of digitalization and enables them to
shape the world. As one of the leading corporate groups worldwide in this
sector, the Nemetschek Group increases quality in the building process and
improves the digital workflow for all those involved. Customers can design,
build, and manage buildings more efficiently, sustainably and resource-
saving. The focus is on the use of open standards (OPEN BIM). The portfolio
also includes digital solutions for visualization, 3D modeling, and animation.
The innovative solutions of the brands ALLPLAN, Bluebeam, Crem Solutions,
dRofus, FRILO, Graphisoft, Maxon, Nevaris, RISA, SCIA, Solibri, Spacewell and
Vectorworks in the four customer-oriented segments are used by
approximately 6.5 million users worldwide. Founded by Prof. Georg
Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs around 3,400
experts all over the world.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company achieved revenue amounting to EUR 681.5 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 222.0 million in 2021.
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